Jenkins Honors Moot Court Competition

Final Arguments

April 6, 2021
Final Arguments

before

HON. PAUL THISSEN
HON. MICHAEL Y. SCUDDER
HON. CYNTIA M. DAVIS

Richard Chase v. Plainsboro University

Alexander Lux and Natalie Mulvey

versus

Ben Edelstein and Kyle Frank

Order of Proceedings
Arguments
Matter Under Submission
Announcement of Winning Team
Announcement of Ramon A. Klitzke Prize for Best Oral Advocate
and the Franz C. Eschweiler Prize for Best Brief
The Jenkins Honors Moot Court Competition is the capstone event of the intramural moot court program at Marquette University Law School. Twenty-four students won spots in the Jenkins Competition through their top performance in the Appellate Writing and Advocacy course last fall. Marquette University Law School wishes to acknowledge the hard work and dedication of these students:

Olanrewaju (Lanre) Abiola  
Lauren Brasington  
Carsyn Bushman  
Zach Caley  
Alexandra (Sasha) Chepov  
Ashleigh Dickey  
Ben Edelstein  
Laura Federico  
Jack Flack  
Kyle Frank  
Charlie Hoffmann  
Rebecca Klongland  
Josh Kundert  
Kevin Landgraf  
Josh Le Noble  
Alexander Lux  
Morgan Minter  
Natalie Mulvey  
Greg Procopio  
Matt Rademacher  
Thomas Sucevic  
Christopher Vandeventer  
Taylor Van Zeeland  
Zak Wroblewski

The Jenkins Competition is named in honor of the late James G. Jenkins, the first Wisconsin judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit (1893-1905) and the first dean of Marquette University’s law school (1908-1915).
Marquette University Law School thanks the following members of the legal community who contributed to this year’s Jenkins Honors Moot Court Competition by grading briefs, judging the earlier rounds, or participating in other ways. We are grateful for their contribution to the future of the legal profession.

Crystal Abbey
Michael Aiken
Lucas Bennewitz
Rachel Blise
Barry Braatz
Nicole Cameli
Jane Carrig
Michael Cerjak
Stephanie Chiarelli
Elleny Christopoulos
David Conley
Christian Deme
Jon Feldbruegge
Jack Fitzgerald
Olivia Fitzgerald
John Flanagan
Laurie Frey
Corinne Frutiger
Sandra Giernoth
Danielle Gorsuch
Luis Gutierrez
Micaela Haggenjos
Cara Hardin
Nick Harken
Hannah Jurss
Brittany Kachingwe
Jean Kies
Jonathan Koenig
Kristen Kreple
Catherine A. La Fleur
Andrew J. Lawton
Julie Leary
Jenna Leslie
Len Leever
Christopher “Chal” Little
Emily Lonergan

Jessica Lothman
Amanda Luedtke
Linda Meagher
Anna Meulbroek
Nicole Muller
Dan Murphy
Brent Nistler
Kieran O’Day
Nate Oesch
Sadie Olson
Jehona Osmani
Andrew Otto
Briane Pagel
Alex Perwich
Charles Polk
Ian Pomplin
Anthony Prekop
Jennifer Remington
Courtney Roelandts
Jacob M. Rozema
William Ruffing
Jim Santelle
Natalie Schiferl
Brandon Schwebler
Daniel Sevcik
Brent Simerson
Christine Taylor
Brighton Troha
Michael Tuchalski
Susan Tyndall
Adam Vanderheyden
Drew Walgreen
Adam Woodside
Mary C. Youssi
Vicki E. Zick